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CASE STUDY / PATAGONIA / 
SOUl ShAPING / For the last 40 years, 
Patagonia has worked with a special tension. 
It’s competed to sell lots of outdoor apparel 
and gear, pushing up profits, while keeping 
its commitment to the earth pushing down 
its products’ environmental toll. It’s a stance 
that left competitors at first bemused and 
now beholden. Patagonia’s trailblazing efforts 
created an alphabet soup of standards 
for supply chain responsibility, ecological 
stewardship, green manufacturing and human 
rights advances while safeguarding wilderness 
splendour. Now, the brand is set to continue 
redefining consumption and recalibrating our 
expectations of how companies ought to act / 
By Nick Parish /
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      I  t was an audacious message for Black Friday. The 
ominous-sounding holiday is the Boxing Day of American 
capitalism. The day after Thanksgiving, devoted to mega-
binges of shopping, is when retailers expect to move 
from the red to the black for the year. There, smack in the 
front section of The New York Times, in a full-page ad, 
Patagonia said ‘DON’T BUY ThIS JACKET’, with a picture 
of its bestselling R2 fleece. The copy below explained 
how our modern consumption culture is depleting the 
Earth’s resources at a rapid rate, and detailed the effect 
its own clothing item has on the environment, how each 
one produced needs 135 litres of water, and generates 
24 times its final weight in carbon dioxide emissions. 

The stark words on impending ecological collapse 
didn’t come without a call-to-action though. Patagonia 
took the opportunity to introduce its Common Threads 
Initiative more widely, with the programme’s five R’s 
(Reduce, Repair, Reuse, Recycle, Reimagine) detailing a 
pact between the company and its customers, to work 
in tandem to move towards ‘a world where we take only 
what nature can replace’. 

Reduce, Repair, Reuse, Recycle, Reimagine

Common Threads launched in September, when 
Patagonia and eBay debuted a resale website where 
people can buy pre-owned Patagonia clothing and gear. 
Once customers took the pact, the brand would elevate 
their attempts to find new homes for their gear through 
a special auction section on eBay. Patagonia’s VP of 
environmental affairs and communication, Rick Ridgeway, 
introduces the site’s aims, and the partnership with eBay, 
echoing eBay CEO John Donahoe’s statement that: ‘The 
greenest product is the one that already exists.’ 

It’s a remarkable step for a clothing manufacturer, 
which you would normally expect to convince consumers 
to buy as much as possible, to tell people not to make 
unnecessary purchases. But the Common Threads 
Initiative follows on from Patagonia’s long list of 
environmental programmes and promises. It managed 
to pull this initiative off by proving its dedication to the 
cause, which will surely resonate with its outdoorsy, 
environmentally-aware consumers. Most importantly, the 
brand is getting across the message that its products are 
so well made, they’re just as good when you buy them 
second-hand.

This isn’t a shallow CSR campaign, or a sneaky bit 
of anti-marketing. Patagonia is causing change in 
communities, for the better, through activism. The mantle 
of being a transformative force in a capitalist society isn’t 
just something you get after 40 years in business, like 
a gold watch, though. It’s something the company has 
built through tearing apart its business multiple times, 
and developing a stronger philosophical core at each 
crossroads.

PITONS AND PHILOSOPHY

The first major test of the company’s mettle came in the 
early 70s, when it was called Chouinard Equipment, ltd. 
Its founder, Yvon Chouinard, was forging climbing tools 
along with a few misfit friends in a tin shed in Ventura, 
California in order to fund their mountaineering habits. 
After becoming the largest supplier of climbing hardware 
in the US, the company realised the pitons it made were 
destroying the rocks the employees loved to climb, 
chipping and defacing them with their insertion and 
removal. In 1972, they released the company catalogue 
as a groundbreaking manifesto for clean climbing, leaving 
no trace. Pitons, which scarred the rock after being 
hammered in, accounted for 70% of the company’s 
annual revenue of $400,000. But they were pushed to 
the side, and chocks and bolts that could be placed then 
removed when they were no longer bearing a load were 
introduced and the piton business quickly shrivelled up. 

Great Pacific Ironworks / Adventurous Offshoot 

The industry followed suit, and pitons became outmoded 
among the avant garde group climbing around California’s 
Yosemite park. Further product innovations followed, 
new styles of ice axe and screws and crampons, and 
the group of dirtbags — hardcore climbing junkies — 
began expanding, renaming the company Great Pacific 
Ironworks and expanding into tougher gear and soft 
goods. As the company moved into apparel in the mid-
70s, starting with durable, long-sleeved rugby shirts, 
Patagonia was born as an offshoot, named for the feeling 
of limitlessness and adventure it conjured up.

The beginnings of the company’s philosophy were 
present at that time. Maverick outdoorsman Rick 
Ridgeway, a member of the second American expedition 
team to Everest and acclaimed mountaineering 
documentarian, has been climbing with Chouinard 
since the early 70s. Eight years ago he joined the board, 
and is now the VP of environmental programs and 
communication. he’s helped refine the mission statement. 

‘Whenever companies tell you what their mission 
statement is, you can kind of see the ennui in their eyes,’ 
Ridgeway says. ‘Patagonia’s different, because the 
mission guides the business. And it guides me, on a 
short- and long-term basis, to make the decisions I make. 
It really is the reason the company succeeds.’

The mission statement? ‘Build the best product, cause 
no unnecessary harm, use business to inspire and 
implement solutions to the environmental crisis.’

‘The company’s really in business to support the 
environmental movement,’ Ridgeway says. ‘That’s why I 
think we’re bulletproof. Cynics call us greenwashers, or 
say we pursue these to stay in business. That part’s true, 
because customers support us for our environmental 
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actions. But that’s not why we’re doing it.’ Ridgeway refers 
to customers interchangeably as ‘constituents’, a word 
that many people associate with civic duty. But it makes 
sense. Patagonia’s ethics are a platform, and, in the same 
way the brand urges fans to ‘Vote the Environment’, its 
supporters are very much part of a vocal political machine.

RELENTLESS RESPONSIBILITY

The second lesson occurred right in the young 
company’s backyard, in Ventura, California a few years 
later, when a group of developers proposed building a 
resort behind Patagonia’s headquarters at the mouth of 
the Ventura river. Shifting sands from the construction 
would have destroyed the surfing break in front of the 
office, so the group went to the city council meeting to 
register their disdain. 

After the developers laid out their plans, a 25-year-
old wildlife biologist named Mark Capelli gave a short 
presentation that showed the struggling ecosystem in 
the Ventura river, countering the developers’ claim there 
was no wildlife there. The city council voted down the 
development based on the presentation, and Patagonia 
realised it could make a difference by supporting those 
advocating on behalf of the environment. Capelli soon 
had a mailbox and desk at Patagonia, and went on to 
form an NGO to continue saving the Ventura river. ‘That 
lesson proved to the company it can support activists 
and environmentalists and make a change doing that,’ 
Ridgeway says. ‘By the mid-90s, the company was able 
to articulate its ethos in that mission statement, and that, 
ever since, has driven all the choices and decisions, 
every one of them.’ 

Our Common Waters

Ever since, the clothing has merged with advocacy. 
Cause-related emails from Patagonia typically arrive 
as frequently as sales announcements. The current 
environmental campaign, Our Common Waters, is a 
series on balancing human consumption with animal 
and vegetation needs, and highlights issues like dam 
removal. Internally, as well, the brand tries to live the 
culture it advocates. Patagonia was among the first to 
create an on-site childcare programme for its workers. 
Employees are encouraged to take internships at 
advocacy groups, during which time Patagonia will 
continue to pay their salary. The Deepwater horizon oil 
spill was a recent rallying point for the company, which 
spurred VP-level execs to find an extra $300,000 in 
their budgets to send to emergency funds, and seven 

groups of Patagonia employees fanned out to survey the 
cultural and community impact of the spill along with the 
louisiana Bucket Brigade.

last year, the brand recruited green-minded musicians 
to deliver Benefit Tracks, a series of exclusive songs 
sold via the iTunes Store, with the proceeds going to 
charities specific to the music. For example, the Blitzen 
Trapper download benefitted SOlV, a volunteer service-
based programme in Oregon, and the Jack Johnson 
track sent dollars to the Kōkua hawai’i Foundation. 

1% For The Planet 

But the most impactful programme of environmental 
giving has been 1% For The Planet, a scheme for 
integrating charitable giving to company culture 
masterminded by Chouinard and master angler Craig 
Mathews of West Yellowstone, Montana’s Blue Ribbon 
Flies. Patagonia had been donating 1% of sales since 
1985, awarding over $46m in grants and cash, but 
in 2002 the remit was expanded to include potential 
partner companies. The only condition for joining is 
donating 1% of sales to environmental groups of the 
company’s choice. In the decade since its foundation, 
1% For The Planet has given over $50 million to over 
2,700 environmental organisations. According to 
Patagonia, in the 2008-09 recession the five largest 
companies that participated all reported record sales. 

SURVIVAL & THE SUPPLY CHAIN

The brand’s next test came in the mid-90s, when it 
discovered that it wasn’t the petroleum-based products 
causing the biggest problems for the environment, 
it was all the cotton the company sold. Much of the 
chemical processing and pesticides that come along 
with farming the fibre wind up in an ocean somewhere, 
and, according to the World Bank, later treatment, 
including dyeing, accounts for almost 20% of industrial 
water pollution. 

That led the company to make the switch to 100% 
organic cotton sportswear. But it only gave itself 18 
months, from the fall of 1994 to the product launch 
in 1996. There were 66 products involved, and the 
company had less than a year to line up the fabric. The 
gamble was successful, and led to a greater interest in 
what its products were made of, and how that impacted 
the planet. That honesty about the fact the products 
do indeed cause harm, but the mission is to lessen the 
impact, is part of the brand’s creed. 

‘You ask what authenticity is, and most answers sound 
kind of trite to me,’ Ridgeway says. ‘To me, it’s about 
being completely consistent with who you are, and what 
you do.’

case study / patagonia /  

‘The company’s really in business to 
support the environmental movement.’
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Product Journey / The Footprint Chronicles 

After consumer demand for supply chain transparency 
led to a corporate social responsibility audit, the 
company turned that outward for 2007’s The Footprint 
Chronicles, a product journey section of its site that 
focused on five products, showing exactly how they 
were made, top to bottom, warts and all. ‘Although 
transparency is scary and it continues to be, by starting 
to think critically and being willing to admit problems, 
there is an obligation for the brand to follow through,’ 
longtime environmental analysis director Jill Dumain told 
us in Contagious 16. In turn, ‘this deflates confrontation 
and turns things into an interesting dialogue’.

Sustainable Apparel Coalition

The brand has gone on to lead apparel efforts for fair 
wages and good work environments, among other 
things. The Sustainable Apparel Coalition, for example, 
was created when Walmart asked Patagonia how it could 
introduce its knowledge into Bentonville, Arkansas-style 
supply chain management. The 52-member organisation 
is committed to building and sharing a responsible 
future in its industry. But continuing to make money 
is key. ‘We totally see ourselves as a brand that can 
influence others, and that’s why we want to remain 
profitable,’ says Cara Chacon, director of social and 
environmental responsibility at Patagonia. ‘If we’re not 
profitable, nobody wants to believe us.’

From behemoths like Walmart to smaller brands, what 
happens in Ventura often paves the way. ‘Patagonia 
swings enormous weight in the outdoor space, we’ve 
seen it directly with the bluesign environmental standard,’ 
says Abe Burmeister, co-founder of NYC-based cycling 
apparel company Outlier. ‘We sourced a lot of bluesign 
certified fabric before Patagonia adapted the standard, 
but only from one mill, which happened to be where the 
founder of bluesign used to work. Almost no other mills 
cared. But the second Patagonia adopted bluesign? 
Well, every mill trying to sell into the outdoor space was 
suddenly a few months away from being certified. I don’t 
know of any other company that uses its supply chain 
weight so efficiently for a positive cause.’

CONSIDERING CONSUMPTION

So, with its ability to swerve around problems that arose 
in opposition to the company’s ethics, the group began 
thinking about how to develop that into something 
larger. Common Threads was a programme created 
so that customers could bring in their gear and have it 
recycled by the company. But there wasn’t much reward 
in that, other than doing the right thing. On the other end, 
though, eBay had always been a voracious market for 
vintage Patagonia gear and old Chouinard Equipment 
catalogues. The two came together in a bold way. 

‘As we thought through this partnership with our 
customers, we realised the most important part of it, the 
way we could effect the most change in consumption, 
was if people used less stuff – the reduce part,’ Ridgeway 
says. ‘Don’t buy it if you don’t need it, and if you do 
need it, we’ll make it as good as we can,’ Ridgeway 
pondered this, and Adbusters magazine popped into his 
head. The group that had already made a huge impact 
on culture inciting the Occupy Wall Street movement 
had traditionally celebrated ‘Buy Nothing Day’ on Black 
Friday. 

‘And where, on Black Friday, is the most impactful place 
where you can run an ad? It only took a few minutes 
to come up with a full-pager in The New York Times, 
right after the Thanksgiving Sale at Macy’s ad, after 
the conspicuous consumption,’ Ridgeway says. Not 
everyone was in favour. ‘Naturally, when you go to the 
sales department and tell them they’re going to run a full-

case study / patagonia /  

‘You ask what authenticiy is, and mos 
answers sound kind of trie to me,’ Ridgeway 
says. ‘To me, i’s being completely consisent 
wih who you are, and what you do.’
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page ad telling people not to buy our best-selling jacket, 
they’re going to react. But you remind them of Common 
Threads, and hold up the mission statement.’ According 
to Ridgeway, sales of the jacket have been good, as 
they were before, which raises the issue of whether 
the company was creating a sort of reverse-psychology 
campaign. ‘That opens us up to claims of hypocrisy. But 
if our customers continue to support our positions we 
can continue to give back,’ Ridgeway says. ‘We want 
the conversation to not just be about consumerism, and 
reducing your footprint, but the whole fact that a growth 
economy is doomed to fall over the cliff.’

David hieatt, who co-founded UK apparel brand 
howies around similar principles and is now running 
the Do lectures and hiut Denim, says Patagonia’s 
differentiation around these issues is simple: ‘You have a 
story to tell. That means you are in the minority.’

COMMUNICATING WITH THE CORE

At its core, Patagonia caters to the hardcore. Mountaineers, 
surfers and rock climbers were the company’s first 
customers, and they remain its most deeply committed 
group. But suburban moms and downtown bankers are 
buying jackets, hats and other apparel, which means the 
balance between talking to the base and the periphery 
has to be part of the culture, too. 

With ads like the ‘Don’t buy this jacket’ in The New York 
Times the brand is aggressively courting the everyday 
buyer, but communications like the efforts for the ‘Vote 
the Environment’ campaign are equally profound, yet 
aimed at the base. One shows a hilltop, partially denuded 
of fir trees. The headline is simple: ‘Your vote could 
finish the job.’ Which job, the viewer wonders, the one of 
planting the trees, or the one of tearing them down? All 
Patagonia’s advertising is created in-house, and almost all 
of it goes through Ridgeway. 

Earth Tax

‘We’re always trying to tell our customers the harm that 
we’re doing, as well as the harm that we’re avoiding,’ 
Ridgeway says. ‘Together we can work at continual 
improvement, to reach that goal of unnecessary harm, but 
that’s the horizon. We’re doing our penance, and paying 
our earth tax. And then we pay that money into supporting 
civil democracy, and try to use our own example and hold 
it up to other companies and inspire them. That’s the way 
we operationalise the mission statement.’ 
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Meanwhile, Patagonia’s product ads have always 
featured its clothing in use by real athletes, whether 
they’re a tiny speck on a massive rock face, or a close-
up surfer inside the barrel of a wave. The brand has 
sponsored many core channels, videos, films, blogs 
and more to appeal to its deepest contingent. Dirtbag 
Diaries, for example, is a podcast on outdoor lifestyle, 
partially underwritten by Patagonia. Blogs like Adventure 
Journal receive help in the form of sponsored editorial. 
The 2010 film 180° South, which brought Ridgeway 
back to his roots as an adventure filmmaker as executive 
producer, followed an itinerant climber as he revisited 
the journey Chouinard and The North Face founder 
Doug Tompkins took to Patagonia in 1968, highlighting 
the duo’s history and subsequent landmark conservation 
programmes. Patagonia’s Facebook page has scads 
of user-generated content, as true as it can get: fans 
sending their adventure snaps and populating the 
network with their own testimonials. 

What does this equal? Unprecedented engagement, 
and profit. In 2010, citing product quality as the main 
driver, Chouinard told Entrepreneur magazine it had 
its ‘two best years ever’ during the recession, raising 
sales from $270 to $340m from April 2008 to April 
2010. According to OIA VantagePoint’s SportScanInfo, 
Outdoor Apparel sales were up 3.8% to $3.72bn for 
the 12-month fiscal year ending in January 2011. 
Outdoor Apparel sales in the outdoor specialty channels 
increased 4.5% for the year, generating retail sales of 
approximately $1.24bn.

RECONFIGURING PROGRESS

The follow-up to let My People Go Surfing is coming 
out in a few months, and promises to be a handbook 
to the next 40 years of Patagonia, and an operations 
manual for any company that’s looking to work on 
guaranteeing its future. The book has checklists for large 
and small operations, and things individuals can do to 
impact their workplace. Meanwhile, as 2011 rolled into 
2012, Patagonia elected to officially become a benefit 
corporation, one of the first choosing the California 
designation, which legally sets the company values in 
stone. According to Treehugger, that means ‘a B Corp 
has to act like a person with a social and environmental 
conscience’.

B Corp / Social and environmental conscience

‘The main thing in the B Corp election is the ability to 
enshrine our values into the corporate charter that would 
preserve them in any secession scenario,’ Ridgeway 
says. ‘What kind of control or influence might others 
have? But now, we’ve got a safeguard in place against 
anything that might undermine those values. We’re 
very successful as a business. Now we’re going to be 
memorialising those values into our articles and bylaws. 
Now we can hold them up, we think that might cause a 
lot of people to sit up and take notice, and that would be 
pretty cool too.’

Meanwhile, the product continues to be a focus in 
tandem with the environment. hieatt, who designed 
a line at howies called hand-Me-Down, made to last 
for several generations, outlines how to build for 
timelessness, something the apparel will have to do, just 
as the corporate structure will. 

‘The eye has to be considered. Once the eye gets 
bored, it discards things,’ says hieatt. ‘We fall out of love 
even if the product is still working well. So you have to 
design it to be understated. To be classic. To be timeless. 
To some this is boring. But it is not. It will wear on the 
eye well. Also you have to use the best materials. Find 
its weakest points. And reduce everything to its most 
simple. So it keeps working. Great design is more than 
just its look. It goes beyond looks. The utility becomes 
its true beauty.’

‘We totally se ourselves as a brand that can 
influence others, and that’s why we want to 
remain profiable.’
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analyst insight / patagonia /
By Dennis Claus / InSites Consulting /

In a marketplace rendered almost completely transparent by 
social media and heated by alarming news on global warming, any 
company that has not yet installed an environmental programme in 
one way or another is the odd one out. however, few go beyond 
green measures as a hygiene factor, a way to cut costs or a one-
off campaign. Patagonia pulls it off because it understands how 
being committed to the earth can truly enhance brand value.

The key to being responsible in a way that actually resonates 
with consumers is in understanding how consumers define 
responsibility. When we talked to people from all over the world 
about this, we noticed the conversation was often about what 
companies do for the environment. But twice as often, it was about 
what companies do for the consumer. As it turns out, leveraging 
responsibility is more about the opportunities you provide to your 
customers to minimise their environmental impact, than about 
what you do to limit yours.

Building on this insight, it’s fair to say that, although switching 
to 100% organic cotton in no more than 18 months or donating 
$50m to environmental organisations are crucial activities to keep 
the brand DNA real, this is not where consumers truly connect. 

In the early days, the chocks and stoppers of Chouinard 
Equipment enabled mountaineers to minimise the trace they 
left on the rocks. Today, the Common Threads Initiative offers 
consumers the option of reducing their own ecological footprint. 
helping people to make the difference themselves is what makes 
the difference between being a responsible company and being a 
responsible brand.  

Nowadays, you need to be both. In a recent analysis of around 
two million posts on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, we found 
that one of the key drivers of online buzz about companies is the 
way they behave socially and environmentally. Misdemeanors 
are easily revealed and fiercely fought through comments and 
hate pages. Charity and bold changes in favour of nature and 
society are praised with raving hash tags. With no place to hide, 
being a responsible company is a necessity. But with consumers 
embracing their power as individual change agents, being a 
responsible brand is the opportunity.

Patagonia is cleverly combining the two, while adding a sparkle 
of adventure that gives the brand an authentic twist. Staying green 
seems like a walk in the park for the company, but finding ways for 
the brand to help soccer moms as well as die-hard surfers to take 
their responsibility might prove more challenging.

Dennis Claus is business director at marketing research 
consultancy InSites Consulting, New York 
www.insites-consulting.com

Challenge / Patagonia lives by a mantra from 
famed mountaineer and ecologist David Brower: 
‘There is no business to be done on a dead planet.’ 
In a sense, that’s a challenge shared by all humanity, 
beyond Patagonia selling its quota of jackets or 
fleece undershirts. But the brand has taken it up, 
and is aiming to not only impact the environment 
less while doing business, but also to educate its 
customers about what they can do to change their 
impact on the environment. Additionally, the brand 
is acting to inspire the company it keeps in the 
apparel industry to follow its lead.

solution / From early in its history, Patagonia 
has moved firmly and with conviction to the side 
of its mission statement when faced with ethical 
dilemmas. Founder Yvon Chouinard successfully 
moved away from pitons first at Chouinard 
Equipment, then away from standard cotton to 
organic in 1994, a $20m gamble. More recently, 
consumer demand for supply chain transparency 
led to 2007’s The Footprint Chronicles, a product 
journey section of its site, and the Common Threads 
Initiative, a commitment Patagonia made to recycle 
its gear that evolved into a pact between consumer 
and producer to push toward less consumption, 
and a resale program with eBay. Patagonia realises 
every part of its brand image communicates, so 
advertising is sparing, yet impactful, and typically 
around certain causes or events.

Results / The company has held close to its 
privately-owned, family business mentality and 
manifestoes for slow growth, but in 2010, citing 
product quality as the main driver, Chouinard told 
Entrepreneur magazine it had its ‘two best years 
ever’ during the recession, raising sales from 
$270 to $340m from April 2008 to April 2010. 
The company’s successes in ecological and activist 
arenas are myriad, and it has been remarkably 
adept at gathering support among fellow companies 
and individuals. For instance, since 2002, its 1% 
For The Planet venture has given over $50m to 
more than 2,700 environmental organisations. 
The Common Threads Initiative has recycled over 
$500,000 in product, with more than 25,000 people 
pledging to change their consumption patterns.

Challenge / solution / 
Results / patagonia /
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patagonia / BRanD Map /

01 / pitons & philosophy 

As the leading manufacturer of climbing 
equipment in the United States in 
the early ’70s, Chouinard Equipment 
was an unlikely success story: its 
founding workers were itinerant 
climbers looking to fund their next fix. It 
became an established company under 
Yvon Chouinard and was soon taking 
in almost $400,000 yearly. But the 
company realised its tools, the pitons it 
manufactured, were defacing the rocks 
they loved, chipping them and shearing 
bits off when they were inserted and 
extracted. So they redesigned the 
experience, began manufacturing chocks 
and stoppers that left no trace, and the 
Clean Climbing movement was born. 
This was to be the first time the company 
saw its product offering was antithetical 
to its values, and changed course as a 
result.

 
 

02 / Relentless ResponsiBility

A few years later, when Patagonia had 
established itself in the apparel business 
as well, and it had headquartered in 
Ventura, California, at the mouth of the 
Ventura river, it experienced another 
formative moment when Mark Capelli, 
a research biologist, halted a major 
development by demonstrating the river’s 
delicate ecology could be disrupted by a 
new construction project. The Patagonia 
crew was there to prevent their office 
surf break from being altered by water 
displacement from the project, but they 
quickly saw the potential for power in 
allying themselves with someone who had 
the same feelings for the earth they did, 
and they set Capelli up with them.  
This second lesson emphasised the 
potential alliances the company could 
create with those that shared its vision 
for stewardship of the outdoors.

 

 

03 / suRvival & the supply Chain

By the mid-90s, the company recognised 
another troublesome part of its business: 
traditional cotton farming and processing. 
It accounted for massive amounts of 
waste and water damage, through 
pesticides and dyes introduced into the 
environment. It vowed to take its entire 
sportswear collection, 66 products, 
to 100% organic cotton in 18 months 
from 1992 to 1994. Later, the Footprint 
Chronicles, a comprehensive assessment 
of certain products’ supply chain failures 
and successes, would become one of 
the first narrative corporate social 
responsibility statements.
Patagonia was able to take a leadership 
role in addressing these issues, by acting 
with speed and embracing the risk of not 
changing. 

brand map / patagonia / 
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04 / ConsiDeReD ConsuMption

It wasn’t enough to cause no 
unnecessary harm. Patagonia felt it 
needed to encourage its customers to 
buy high-quality goods and use them 
as long as possible, then somehow 
recycle them. At first, Common Threads 
applied to its long underwear products, 
but then moved to all products, which 
the company encouraged customers to 
swap for cash using a special eBay site. 
On 25 November, Black Friday, it ran 
an impactful ad in The New York Times 
encouraging people not to buy its best-
selling jacket, and instead to opt for 
recycled threads. 
Sales remained strong for the jacket, 
though, and Patagonia’s commitment to 
causing less harm and building durable 
products found new audiences.
   

05 / CoMMuniCating with the CoRe

At its core, Patagonia appeals to both 
non-adventurers and adventurers, the 
former with high-quality products and 
its environmental stances, the latter 
with both of those traits, as well as its 
role in the community. Its Facebook page 
is populated with photos of fans in far 
off places, just as early ads featured 
Patagoniacs performing amazing feats 
of athleticism in its products. Films, 
video and special intercession in the 
outdoor and adventure blog and podcast 
community keep the brand top-of-mind 
for enthusiasts and dabblers alike. 
The development of content that can 
appeal to both the broad and narrow 
stripes of brand fans has been integral 
to its success.

 
 

06 / ReConFiguRing pRogRess

As the company looks to the future, 
it’s trying to build out a template for its 
peers. The Responsible Company, Yvon 
Chouinard’s next chronicle of how the 
company is attempting to change the 
world, will have operational elements for 
aspiring founders, who want to bring the 
company’s mission to theirs. The book even 
includes ways for individual employees 
to get involved. Meanwhile, becoming 
a ‘B Corp’ has allowed Patagonia to 
secure its mission statement against any 
possible succession scenario, creating a 
designation of dedication to the earth as 
solemn as any national park. 
Look for Patagonia to continue building 
its business as a force to not only develop 
well-designed, quality products but also 
communicate its core environmental 
concerns.
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